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contour adjustable back

The OCTO Contour adjustable
back provides a solution for
complex disabilities.
It provides support by creating a pelvic girdle, which
can be extended to provide thigh laterals to manage
adduction and adjusted to seat width required. Thoracic
level support is offered with width adjustment easily set.
The Octo back allows segments to be positioned
independently on adjusting the ‘spine’ on the system.
The Octo back can be adjusted to change shape as the
user changes shape through growth in height, weight or
skeletal change.
The Octo back can be an integral postural management
system to include support options such as head rests,
foot plates / footbox, harnesses and belts. The Octo back
is cross platform compatible on a number of different
wheelchairs and mobility bases.
When finding seating solutions we recognise that
specialist seat cushions and systems will improve the
solution. Amongst others, Versa Inserto - Domino Inserto
seat would be appropriate. http://www.versainserto.com/
customisations-domino.html
Versa Inserto- Domino Inserto seat pictured below without foam padding and cover.

OCTO CAN FIT A
WIDE RANGE OF
WHEELCHAIRS AND
MOBILITy BASES

CRASH TESTED
ISO 7176 PART 19
BS:ISO 16840 PART 4
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contour adjustable back

STAnDARD SIZES

The standard sizes are shown to the left, however if required the individual
sections can be increased or decreased in size on either side of 80mm sections.

VERSATILE, FLEXIBLE & mAnAGES GROWTh

680 mm

The OCTO back offers wheelchair users a solution for those who require greater
comfort and a backrest that will accommodate skeletal issues over time when
growth is a major consideration.
Simple to adjust at seating reviews, it allows for additonal sections to be added
or removed to accommodate and support the changes.
Octo can be adapted to fit a wide range of wheelchairs and mobility bases.
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